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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development of a conceptual framework for simulating interstate traffic. ProcessModel was selected as the simulation package. The framework has been successfully used to model interstate I-65 from Montgomery to Birmingham, AL. The study corridor begins near the Alabama River Bridge north of downtown Montgomery at mile marker 172 and extends north to mile marker 234 near Alabaster and the southern Birmingham suburbs. The conceptual framework provided an excellent template in the rapid development of interstate traffic ProcessModel. The framework greatly reduced development time, model debugging and verification and validation. Using the conceptual framework it is possible to construct the model in pieces, or one segment at a time. Consequently, each segment can be debugged and verified separately thus reducing development time. A similar interstate traffic model using CORSIM has been developed and compared very favorably with the ProcessModel results. For basic planning applications of longer rural freeway corridors that do not have complex lane drops or significant merging issues, ProcessModel may be a useful tool to indicate when traffic congestion may occur in an existing or future condition. However, when detailed analysis is needed at a specific interchange or in urban areas where lane changing and ramp merging and weaving are more pronounced, CORSIM may be a better alternative. Included in this paper are a description of the modeling framework, description of the application implementation and conclusions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A number of difficulties exist for the successful development and implementation of traffic simulation models. The time to create, validate and verify a simulation project seems to be the most significant barrier to overcome. In many instances the data needed for a successful simulation do not exist. Or, on the other hand, the data are generally not readily available in a form that can be easily used. Even then the available data are not credible, incomplete or inaccurate.

Most models often become too detailed and take considerably longer to develop than estimated, thus driving up delays and costs and infuriating management. Complex models are difficult to debug. In many instances model verification and validation (V&V) are minimized or more frequently just ignored. V&V generally takes more time than estimated or available. Trained simulation personnel or the ability to recruit the necessary personnel to assure a successful simulation is another difficulty. Many companies do not have such a simulationist on the payroll.

The research focus of this paper is on developing a conceptual framework that reduces the impact of many of the previously stated difficulties. In addition, the framework has been successfully applied to a ProcessModel of interstate I-65 from Montgomery north to Birmingham, AL.

2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The Alabama Transportation Infrastructure Model (ATIM) simulates the impact of changing freight patterns in order to more accurately plan for future transportation infrastructure development [5]. ATIM uses ProModel [4]
interfaced with spreadsheets that are read as arrays. The transportation network is specified by the user and includes the amount of freight shipped via road, rail and water; the origin and destination locations of freight shipments; road, rail, and water traffic paths; road capacities such as number of lanes, speed limits. Other inputs are vehicle routing that determines the number of arrivals of trucks, barges, and trains and the route each vehicle takes from its origin to its destination point.

ATIM output includes performance measures that are continually updated during the replication such as average traveling speed, congestion indicators, fuel utilization for the three freight modes, highway capacity utilization for user-specified zones and flow volumes. The second category of outputs is aggregate measures that are reported at the end of each replication: volume of traffic flow on roadways, average speed on roadways links, and the standard ProModel output reporting such as entities in the system, entities that exited the system and resource utilization.

Figure 1 is a portion of the screen display showing the movement of entities over the road, water and rail networks in southern Alabama. ATIM development took over one man-year and excludes the time for data collection and V&V.

Spayd, et.al [6] have developed an interstate traffic simulation using CORSIM [1]. CORSIM was originally developed by the Federal Highway Administration to analyze both freeway and arterial traffic flow conditions. CORSIM models traffic flow based on complex car following, gap acceptance and lane-changing theories. CORSIM also incorporates the randomness that can occur within a network by including different types of drivers, vehicles and traffic system characteristics. Spayd have also compared the results of CORSIM with a similar model developed using the discrete event simulation package ProcessModel.

3 MODELING FRAMEWORK

Figure 2 is a sketch of the conceptual framework for the interstate traffic model development. The framework consists of a number of roadway segments. Each segment has its own data input and entities with specific attributes. Data are shared between the segments by global variables. The content of global variables can be altered within any segment with the new values immediately shared and used by any other segment. These global variables not only pass data between the segments but can also be used in logic statements to control the movement and routing of entities, branching logic, and updating entity attributes.

Figure 2. Conceptual framework

Figure 3 is a generic sketch of a typical segment of an interstate network. Cars and trucks can enter at the exit before the roadway segment and can leave at the exit after the roadway segment. There are also cars and trucks that do not exit and continue through the roadway segment. Each roadway segment can be joined together to simulate a stretch of interstate.
Figure 3. Typical roadway segment

Global variables for each segment are traffic, capacity, speed and travel time. The entity attribute is vehicle and defined as either a car or truck.

In order to develop a simulation that replicates traffic conditions in ProcessModel, the global variables based on traffic engineering parameters were developed. The traffic global variable served as a proxy for the traffic density (number of vehicles per mile) in each freeway segment. As passenger cars and trucks enter each segment, the traffic global variable is incremented (by one space for a passenger car or 2.5 spaces for a truck) until the capacity of the segment spaces is met.

The capacity variable was based on generalized traffic engineering relationships for speed-density-flow listed in the Highway Capacity Manual [2]. These relationships are simplified and vary by location. The maximum hourly volume on a freeway does not occur at maximum density, but rather at a density in which vehicles can travel at a faster speed with acceptable following distances.

The critical density that produces a maximum hourly flow rate is approximately 45 passenger cars per hour per lane [2]. Likewise the speed variable was constructed to move vehicles through each interstate segment as a function of the segment’s density. The free-flow speed (70 mph) of a freeway occurs at low densities; however the maximum flow occurs at a lesser speed.

The critical speed that produces a maximum hourly flow rate occurs at approximately 50 miles per hour [2]. Thus the speed variable was constructed within ProcessModel to range linearly between free-flow speed (70 mph) at low densities and critical speed (50 mph) at maximum density.

4 MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Model verification can be defined as determining if the model is correctly represented in the simulation code. Model validation is determining if the model is an accurate representation of the real world system. To assist in the verification and validation the conceptual framework includes a set of ProcessModel Label blocks that display current values from the global variables (such at traffic and capacity of each segment) during the running of the simulation. These values are generally overlaid on top of the simulation model so the user can observe the movement of entities as well as any bottlenecks.

5 MODELING SYSTEM

ProcessModel [3] was selected for the simulation package. ProcessModel has a set of building blocks that closely match the conceptual framework. These building blocks are entities, activities, labels, resources and storages. Entities are items (such as cars and trucks) or people being processed. Activities are task performed on activities (such as driving on roadway segment). Labels are used to display contents of global variables during simulation run. Resources are agents used to perform activities and move entities (not used in traffic model). Storages are stock spaces where entities wait for further processing (not used in traffic model).

Figure 4 gives the ProcessModel for a typical roadway segment. A roadway segment is defined as the distance between two interstate exits. Cars and trucks arrive from a previous segment. Also cars and trucks arrive, or enter, at the beginning of the roadway segment. Vehicles spend time at activity Segment i which is equivalent to traveling the length of roadway for the segment. The activities D1i, D2i, D3i and D4i are only used for routing vehicles. No time elapses at these activities. At activity D1i two conditional tests are made. If the entity attribute Vehicle = Car then the vehicle entity goes to D2i. If the entity attribute Vehicle = Truck then the vehicle entity goes to D3i. The logic at activity D2i routes a percentage of the cars to activity D4i which is the exit at the end of the
roadway segment while the remaining percentage of cars continue on the interstate to activity Segment i+1. Likewise, the logic at activity D3i routes a percentage of the trucks to activity D4i that is the exit while the remaining percentage of trucks continue on the interstate to Segment i+1.

Two ProcessModel label blocks are used for each segment to continually display the contents of two global variables: traffic in Segment i and capacity of Segment i. The capacity (maximum spaces) is a constant depending of the segment length. The traffic is the number of spaces occupied in the segment (car takes one space and truck takes 2.5 spaces).

The ProcessModel action logic embedded in the activity Segment i is as follows:

```
IF Vehicle = Car THEN
BEGIN
  (car logic)
  WAIT UNTIL Traffic i <= Capacity i - 1
  (space available for car to enter roadway segment)
  INC Traffic i, 1
  (car occupies one space in segment)
  TIME(algebraic expression based on congestion)
  (time car travels roadway segment)
  DEC Traffic i, 1
  (car relinquishes one space in segment)
END
ELSE
BEGIN
  (truck logic)
  WAIT UNTIL Traffic i <= Capacity i - 2.5
  (space available for truck to enter roadway segment)
  INC Traffic i, 2.5
  (truck occupies 2.5 spaces in segment)
  TIME(algebraic expression based on congestion)
  (time truck travels roadway segment)
  DEC Traffic i, 2.5
  (truck relinquishes 2.5 spaces in segment)
END
```

**Figure 4. ProcessModel for a typical roadway segment**

### 6 MONTGOMERY TO BIRMINGHAM INTERSTATE MODEL

The Montgomery to Birmingham Interstate Model was developed following the previously described conceptual framework [6]. Interstate I-65 is an important national trade corridor that links the Port of Mobile, AL to Gary, IN. Traffic volumes on I-65 through Alabama have increased 30-50% of the last ten years. Due to this growth a segment along I-65 between Montgomery and Birmingham was selected as the study corridor.

The study corridor begins near the Alabama River Bridge north of downtown Montgomery at mile marker 172 and extends north to mile marker 234 near Alabaster and the southern Birmingham suburbs. The corridor contains three lanes in each direction from mile marker 172 to mile marker 182 and two lanes in each direction otherwise. The study corridor contains twelve exits and has a mostly rural character.

Traffic volumes in Figure 5 were estimated using data obtained from the Alabama Department Transportation (ALDOT) webpage. The ALDOT information included daily traffic volumes for each freeway segment between exit ramps along I-65, peak hour truck percentages, and k and d-factors that allow for the conversion of daily volumes to peak hour volumes. Estimates were made at the ramps for exiting/entering traffic based on crossing street volumes and traffic balancing needs. For ease of simulation only the northbound PM peak direction was modeled.
Each ProcessModel roadway segment consisted of five activity blocks, two label blocks and two entity arrival blocks. With twelve roadway segments describing the interstate network, the ProcessModel consisted of a total of 108 blocks. The ProcessModel was developed and verified and validated in less than forty hours. This time includes data collection. D4i could be eliminated from the ProcessModel. However, the use of D4i allows for the routing of all exiting entities into one activity for collecting statistics. If D4i is removed then the ProcessModel would consist of 96 blocks.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In summary the following conclusions are made:

- The conceptual framework provided an excellent template to rapidly develop the interstate traffic ProcessModel. The framework greatly reduced development time, model debugging and verification and validation.

- Each ProcessModel roadway segment is a rather simple model consisting of basically only one activity block that contains the logic for checking of the congestion, occupying the traffic spaces while the vehicle travels the segment and computing the actual time in the segment as a function of congestion. The other ProcessModel activity blocks are only necessary to route the cars and trucks off at an exit or to the next roadway segment.

- Modeling a longer stretch of interstate can be easily accomplished by replicating the ProcessModel segment logic for the additional roadway segments between exits.

- Data collection for the traffic application was done by interviewing ALDOT personnel and from the ALDOT website. It was assumed that all times follow triangular distributions. It is rather easy to ask knowledgeable personnel the most frequent time, the smallest time and the largest time that are the parameters for the triangular distribution.

- Using the conceptual framework it is possible to construct the model in pieces, or one segment at a time. Consequently, each segment can be debugged and verified separately, thus reducing development time.

Spayd et.al. [7] have developed a similar interstate traffic model for the Montgomery to Birmingham interstate segment using CORSIM and compared the results with the ProcessModel. Quoting from the Spayd report “For basic planning applications of longer rural freeway corridors that do not have complex lane drops or significant merging issues, ProcessModel may be a useful tool to indicate when traffic congestion may occur in an existing or future condition. When detailed analysis is needed at a specific interchange or in urban areas where lane changing and ramp merging and weaving are more pronounced, it is apparent that CORSIM is a better alternative.”
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